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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to incorporate emotion regulation as 
addressed within psychology literature into virtual characters. To this end, first 
Gross’  informal theory of emotion regulation has been formalised using a dynami-
cal system style modelling approach. Next, a virtual environment has been created, 
involving a number of virtual agents, which have been equipped with the formal-
ised model for emotion regulation. This environment has been used to successfully 
generate a number of emergent virtual stories, in which characters regulate their 
emotions by applying regulation strategies such as situation selection and atten-
tional deployment. The behaviours shown in the stories were found consistent with 
descriptions of human regulation processes. 

1  Introduction 

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the area of virtual storytelling, 
addressing the development of computer systems that generate fictive stories in which the 
characters show realistic behaviour. In order to develop virtual stories, a large variety of 
approaches have been proposed, e.g., [4], [5], [13]. A trend that can be observed in many 
of these approaches is the movement from stories with a fixed, pre-scripted storyline 
towards emergent narrative, i.e., stories in which only a number of characters and their 
personalities are fixed, rather than the precise script of the story [1]. In the latter type of 
storytelling, ideally, all the designer (or writer) has to do is to determine which (types of) 
characters will occur in the play (although usually it is still needed to roughly prescribe 
the course of events). Hence, advantages of emergent narrative are the reduced amount of 
work that has to be spent by the writer, and the non-deterministic and unpredictable be-
haviour of the story. 

In parallel with the shift from fixed storylines to emergent narrative, there has been a 
development in the nature of the involved characters as well. Recently, the characters (or 
agents) that are present in virtual stories are transforming more and more from shallow 
avatars to complex personalities with human-like properties such as emotions and theo-
ries of mind, e.g., [15]. To accomplish this, researchers have started to incorporate cogni-
tive models within virtual characters, e.g., [10], [12]. Despite these first promising at-
tempts, there is still a wide area to explore when it comes to enhancing virtual agents 
with cognitive capabilities. 

In line with the development described above, this paper explores the possibilities to 
equip the characters involved in virtual stories with the capability of emotion regulation. 



 

Informally, emotion regulation can be described as the process humans undertake to 
increase, maintain or decrease their emotional response, see e.g., [7], [8], [11], [14]. The 
idea is that, by offering virtual agents the capacity to actively regulate their emotions, 
they will be able to select those kinds of behaviours that they feel most comfortable with. 
As a result, such agents will 1) behave more realistically and 2) have more freedom in the 
choice of their actions, which enhances the emergent narrative effect. This approach is 
similar to the approach taken in [9], which aims at incorporating coping behaviour into 
virtual humans.  

In order to build emotion regulation into virtual stories, in this paper the informal 
model by Gross [7] as found in psychology literature was taken as a basis. This model 
describes a number of strategies humans use to adapt their emotion response levels, vary-
ing from situation selection to cognitive change and response modulation. Next, this 
model has been formalised using a dynamical system style modelling approach (see also 
[3] for some initial steps). In addition, a virtual environment has been created, incorpo-
rating a number of virtual agents, and these agents have been equipped with the formal-
ised model for emotion regulation. To test the behaviour of the model, a series of simula-
tion experiments has been performed using the LEADSTO simulation language [2]. The 
model has been connected to the Vizard Virtual Reality Toolkit [16], to visualise the 
resulting stories in a graphical environment.  

2  Emotion Regulation in the Virtual Agent Context 

Gross [8] describes a process model of emotion regulation using the following definition: 
‘Emotion regulation includes all of the conscious and nonconscious strategies we use to 
increase, maintain, or decrease one or more components of an emotional response’ . In his 
model, Gross distinguishes four different types of emotion regulation strategies, which 
can be applied at different points in the process of emotion generation. First of all, when 
applying situation selection, a person chooses to be in a situation that matches the emo-
tional response level the person wants to have for a certain emotion. For example, you 
can stay home instead of going to a party, because you are in conflict with someone who 
is going to that party. Second, when applying situation modification, a person modifies 
an existing situation so as to obtain a different level of emotion. For instance, when 
watching an irritating television program, you zap to another channel. Third, attentional 
deployment refers to shifting your attention to a certain aspect. For example, you close 
your eyes when watching an exciting penalty shoot-out. Finally, cognitive change refers 
to selecting a cognitive meaning to an event. For example, when a person loses a tennis 
match and blames the weather circumstances, instead of his own capacities.  

To incorporate these strategies into virtual characters, a modelling approach was used 
that is based on the LEADSTO simulation environment [2] and the Vizard Virtual Real-
ity Toolkit [16]. Due to space limitations, the technical details of LEADSTO and Vizard 
are not shown here. However, they can be found in Appendix A in [17]. Below, in Sec-
tion 2.1, at a language-independent level a global overview is given of the model, of 
which an initial version can be found in [3]. Next, in Section 2.2, for each of the regula-
tion strategies it is shown how it is used in the virtual agents playing as characters in 
virtual stories. The complete formal specification of the model (in LEADSTO notation) 
is shown in Appendix B in [17]. 



 

2.1 Global Overview 

In order to incorporate emotion regulation strategies into virtual agents, a virtual envi-
ronment is created that is populated by a number of agents. Each agent is equipped with a 
mechanism to regulate its emotions, which is based on the model as described informally 
by Gross [7]. To create a formal model, for any given type of emotion a number of vari-
ables have been introduced. For convenience, the model concentrates on one specific 
type of emotion. In principle, this can (at least) be any emotion that is considered to be a 
basic human emotion, e.g., sadness, happiness, or anger [6]. In order to describe the 
regulation of such an emotion, the model takes into account the four strategies discussed 
by Gross are used (i.e., situation selection, situation modification, attentional deploy-
ment, and cognitive change). Based on the four strategies mentioned, in the formalisation 
four corresponding elements (denoted by k) are introduced, for the objects that are af-
fected by the particular strategies: situation, sub-situation, aspect, and meaning. 

The model assumes that each agent aims at an optimal level of emotion. The regula-
tion process in the virtual agents starts by comparing the actual emotion response level 
ERL to the emotion response level ERL_norm aimed at. The difference between the two is 
the basis for adjustment of the choices made for each of the elements k; based on these 
adjusted choices, each element k will provide an adjusted emotional value EVk. 

To obtain a quantitative model, the emotion response level and the emotional values 
for the different elements for a given type of emotion are represented by real numbers in 
the interval [0, 2] (where 0 is the lowest possible ERL (e.g., extreme sadness), and 2 the 
highest (e.g., extreme happiness)). In the model, the level of emotion to aim at (the ERL 
norm), is also expressed in a real number in the domain [0, 2]. Based on these concepts, 
the ERL is recalculated each step by the following difference equation formula: 

new_ERL = (1−β) * Σk (wk * EVk) + β * ERL 

In this formula, new_ERL is the new emotion response level, and ERL is the old emotion 
response level. The persistency factor β is the proportion of the old emotion response 
level that is taken into account to determine the new emotion response level. Initial tests 
have indicated that values for β around 0.9 deliver realistic results. The new contribution 
to the emotion response level is calculated by the weighted sum of the emotional values: 
Σk wk * EVk. By normalisation, the sum of all the weights wk is taken to be 1. The following 
section describes how the different strategies influence the values of EVk. 

2.2 Emotion Regulation Strategies 

Situation selection: which agent to meet. Every step, each agent chooses to be alone, 
or to contact another agent, by comparing the EVs it attaches to being alone and to being 
with other agents. The agent will always choose the option with the EV that is closest to 
its optimal ERL. When two agents contact each other, they decide to meet. When the 
agents are meeting, their EV for situation is set to the EV they attach to the other agent. 
When an agent chooses to be alone, its EV for situation is set to its EV for being alone. 

 

Situation modification: what to talk about. When two agents are in a meeting, they 
will talk about a certain conversation subject. To decide which of the agents will start 
talking, each agent has a personal dominance factor. The agent with the highest domi-
nance factor will choose the first conversation subject. Each step after this, the agent who 
has not chosen the current conversation subject will choose the next conversation subject. 



 

When an agent gets to choose which conversation subject to talk about, it will compare 
the EVs it attaches to each conversation subject, and select the one that is closest to its 
optimal ERL. The EV for subsituation is set to the EV the agents attach to the conversa-
tion subject they are currently talking about. When an agent is not in a meeting, its EV 
for subsituation will be set to the neutral value of 1, since the agent is not in a subsitua-
tion. When an agent A talks to another agent B about a certain conversation subject CS, 
this will affect the way agent B thinks about agent A. Agent B's EV for agent A will 
change using the following formula: 

new_EVagent_A = βfriendship * EVagent_A + (1-βfriendship) * EVCS 

In this formula, new_EVagent_A is the new EV agent B will attach to agent A and EVagent_A is 
the old EV agent B attached to agent A. The persistency factor βfriendship is the proportion 
of the old EV that is taken into account to determine the new EV. Here, values for 
βfriendship bigger than 0.9 (where βfriendship will get bigger when an agent knows another 
agent for a longer time) deliver realistic results. The new contribution to the ERL is de-
termined by EVCS: the EV agent B attaches to the conversation subject agent A is talking 
about. So how much an agent likes another agent, depends on how much an agent likes 
the conversation subjects another agent talks about. 

The extent to which an agent likes to talk about a certain conversation subject can be 
changed by external events. For example, an agent will start to like a sports team more 
when this team wins a match. To accomplish this, the following formulas are used: 

new_EVCSn = EVCSn + ∆EVCSn 

When a positive event occurs: ∆EVCSn = η * EVCSn * (dmax – EVCSn) 
When a negative event occurs: ∆EVCSn = -η * EVCSn * (dmax – EVCSn) 

In these formulas, new_EVCSn is the new EV the agent attaches to the conversation sub-
ject, and EVCSn is the old EV the agent attached to the conversation subject. Here η is a 
variable that determines the speed of adjusting EVs to conversation subjects. A lower 
η will result in slower adjustment. Here, an η of 0.02 delivers realistic results. The part 
EVCSn * (dmax – EVCSn) prevents EVCSn from under- or overadjustment. 

 

Attentional deployment: on which aspect to focus. When an agent is in a conversation, 
it can choose to pay attention to, or to distract its attention from the conversation. Every 
step, the agent chooses the option with the EV closest to its optimal ERL. The EVs the 
agent attaches to paying attention or distracting its attention, depend on the conversation 
subject the agent is currently talking about, according to the following formulas: 

new_EVpay_attention = βasp * EVpay_attention + (1-βasp) * EVCS 

new_EVdistract = βasp * EVdistract + (1-βasp) * (-EVCS + dmax) 

In these formulas, new_EVpay_attention and new_EVdistract are the new EVs for pay_attention and 
distract, and EVpay_attention and EVdistract are the old EVs for pay_attention and distract. The 
persistency factor βasp is the proportion of the old EV that is taken into account to deter-
mine the new EV. The new contribution to the EV for pay_attention is determined by 
EVCS, the EV the agent attaches to the conversation subject it is talking about. The new 
contribution to the EV for distract is calculated by (-EVCS + dmax). This will reach a high 
value when the agent attaches a low EV to the conversation subject, and a low value 
when the agent attaches a high value to the conversation subject. So when the agent likes 
the conversation subject, it will be more likely to pay attention to the conversation. The 
agent chooses to distract from, or pay attention to the conversation, by comparing the two 
EVs for paying attention and distracting, and picking the option with the EV closest to its 
optimal ERL. 

 



 

Cognitive change: which meaning to attach. Every step, agents can choose to apply 
self-talk. An agent can use self-talk to relativise its current state of mind, or on the other 
hand, to attach more meaning to its current state. Every step, an agent chooses to relativ-
ise, attach a stronger meaning, or to apply no self-talk, by picking the option with the EV 
closest to the optimal ERL of the agent. The EV for not applying self-talk always has the 
neutral value of 1. The EVs for relativising and attaching more meaning depend on the 
ERL of the agent, and are updated every step according to the following formula’s: 

new_EVrelativise= dmax - ERL 
new_EVattach_more_meaning = ERL + (ERL-1) * (1 – abs(1-ERL)) 

When an agent has a high ERL, the EV for relativising will be low, and when an agent 
has a high ERL, the EV for relativising will be high. So relativising always influences the 
ERL of the agent to reach a more neutral value. 

When the ERL of the agent has the neutral value of 1, (ERL-1) will be 0, and the EV for 
attaching more meaning will be 1. When the ERL of the agent is smaller than 1, then ERL-

1 will have a negative value, and the EV for attaching more meaning will have a value 
that is smaller than the current ERL. When the ERL of the agent is bigger than 1, then 
ERL-1 will be bigger than 1, and the EV for attaching more meaning will have a value that 
is bigger than the current ERL. So attaching more meaning always influences the ERL of 
the agent to a more extreme value than the current one. Multiplying by (1 – abs(1-ERL)) 

prevents the EV from reaching values that are out of the domain. 

3  Simulation Experiments 

Several experiments have been done to test the simulation model’s ability to generate 
interesting scenarios. To obtain movies in Vizard, events in the LEADSTO simulations 
were translated to visualisations in Vizard. The exact mapping that was used for this 
translation is shown in Appendix C in [17]. For example, the fact that an agent is happy 
is visualised by a certain type of smile, and the fact that an agent distracts from a conver-
sation is visualised by this agent moving its head away from its conversation partner. 

In all of the simulations, three agents are involved, which will be called Barry, Gary, 
and Harry. The particular emotion these agents will try to regulate during the scenario’s 
is their amount of happiness. To enable this, the particular topics they are allowed to talk 
about are football (in particular, the Dutch football teams Ajax and Feyenoord) and 
hockey. The parameter settings of all agents used in three specific experiments are shown 
in Appendix D in [17].  

Due to space limitations, only one of the simulation experiments is discussed in this 
paper. The results of the LEADSTO simulation of this experiment can be seen in Figure 
1. Here, time is on the horizontal axis, whereas different events are displayed on the 
vertical axis. A dark box on top of a line indicates that an event is true at that time point; 
a light box below a line indicates than an event if false. A detailed description of what 
happens in this scenario is provided in Appendix E in [17]. 

As mentioned earlier, using a specific conversion program that has been implemented, 
LEADSTO simulations were translated into movies in Vizard. A screenshot of an exam-
ple Vizard movie (which corresponds to the scenario shown in Figure 1) is shown in 
Figure 2. This figure shows a situation in which (on the foreground) two agents are hav-
ing a conversation. The left agent is talking about hockey, but the right agent tries to 



 

distract from the conversation by moving its head away from the conversation. The cog-
nitive meaning that each agent attaches to its current thoughts is displayed (in red) above 
the heads of the agents. Meanwhile, in the background a third agent is standing alone. 
The full Vizard movie of this scenario (as well as the movies that correspond to the two 
other experiments described in Appendix D) can be found on [17]. 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Example Simulation Trace 

The resulting movies provide a first indication that the emotion regulation strategies as 
described by [7] have been implemented successfully within the virtual agents used as 
characters. To be specific, the agents are able to perform situation selection by selecting 
different conversation partners, and withdrawing from conversations if desired. More-
over, they can perform situation modification by changing conversation topics, they can 
perform attentional deployment by changing the amount of attention they pay to a con-
versation, and they can perform cognitive change by changing the cognitive meaning 
they assign to their thoughts (e.g., by stating to themselves that something is not very 
important). These behaviours were found consistent with predicted behaviours for situa-
tions as described by Gross [7], [8] (which are based on empirical evidence).  



 

 
 

Fig. 2. Screenshot of an example scenario in Vizard 

4  Discussion 

Within the domain of virtual storytelling, the idea of emergent narrative has become 
more and more popular [1]. Moreover, there is a growing trend to incorporate cognitive 
models within the characters involved in virtual stories (e.g., [10], [12]). As a next step in 
that direction, the current paper aims at building emotion regulation as known from psy-
chology literature into virtual characters. To this end, the informal model by Gross [7] 
was taken as a basis, and has been formalised using a dynamical system style modelling 
approach (see also [3] for some initial steps). A virtual environment has been created, 
which includes a number of virtual agents that have been equipped with the formalised 
model for emotion regulation. To test the behaviour of the model in a prototyping phase, 
a series of simulation experiments has been performed using the LEADSTO simulation 
language [2]; in the Vizard Virtual Reality Toolkit [16], such simulations have been 
visualised in a graphical environment. The resulting movies provide a first indication that 
the emotion regulation strategies as described by [7] have been implemented successfully 
within the virtual characters. The simulation results have been compared with the behav-
iours for different situations as described by Gross [7], [8], and found consistent. Valida-
tion involving comparison with detailed empirical data is left for future work. 

Concerning related work, an approach in the literature that has similarities to the cur-
rent approach is [9]. In that paper, a computational model is introduced that can simulate 
several strategies about how humans cope with emotions, such as ‘positive reinterpreta-
tion’  and ‘denial’ . Their approach makes use of plan-based causal representations, aug-
mented with decision-theoretic planning techniques, whereas our approach uses dynami-
cal systems representations. Other differences are that they propose a “content model” , in 
which appraisal and regulation operate on rich representations of the emotion-evoking 
situation, and that their work has been evaluated against clinical data. 

Virtual stories involving characters with elaborated cognitive or psychological capa-
bilities can be used for a number of purposes. On the one hand, they may be used for 
entertainment (e.g., for creating computer games with more complex, unpredictable and 



 

more human-like characters). On the other hand, they may be used for educational pur-
poses (e.g., to create a virtual training environment for psychotherapists, which enables 
them to practice anger management sessions with virtual clients). Further research will 
investigate whether the model is suitable for such purposes. As soon as these types of 
challenges will be tackled, also a more precise evaluation will be performed of how hu-
mans perceive the current characters (e.g. in terms of believability). 
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